
Supply List for Quilt Canada 2020 Workshop 

 

Instructor:    Bethany Garner 

Workshop Title:   Indigo, For the Love of Blue 

Type:   Messy 

Date & Time:   Thursday, June 18, 2020, class start time: 8:45 and class end time: 3:45 with 1 

hour for lunch  

Location:  University of Alberta Campus, Human Ecology Building, Department of Human 

Ecology Laboratory 

Note: Transportation will be provided from the Edmonton Convention Centre to the Human Ecology 

Building and return. Bus will be available for Boarding at 8:00 am and will depart promptly at 8:15 am 

to take students to the U. of Alberta Campus. For the return trip in the afternoon, the bus will be 

available for Boarding at 4:00 pm and will depart promptly at 4:15 pm to return to the Edmonton 

Convention Centre. There is no additional fee for transportation on the provided bus. Please note that 

if the bus is missed the student will be responsible for arranging their own transportation and the cost 

of this transportation.   

Kit Fee:     $15 (Payable at the start of class. Correct change is appreciated)  

Kit includes:   dyes, auxiliaries and handout 

Student Supplies: 

1. Cotton, Linen, Rayon or silk fabrics that are pre-scoured and ready to add to the dye bath and if they 

are pre-wrapped/stitched or tied - all the better! Min. 1 and Max. 5 yards, depending on your specific 

needs. 

2. Easily packed items to add to your fabrics to make the wonderful marks that Shibori or wrapped fabric 

can create when using lndigo including rocks, marbles, stitching added before the workshop day, ropes, 

sticks for wrapping, synthetic threads for wrapping. 

3. TAKE PICTURES OF YOUR PIECES lF YOU CAN pre-workshop so you will know which are yours as they 

come out of the dye baths - once they are BLUE it will be hard to tell them apart.... notes and a list are 

helpful. (ldentifying threads stitched to corners that are SYNTHETIC threads that will not dye can work. I 

use TYVEK envelope paper slivers with my name on it printed with a black sharpie and stapled to the 

corner) 

4. Simple hand sewing supplies including polyester thread for stitching, needles for hand sewing, 

scissors. 

5. If possible, bring a plastic table cover to cover your own table for resting your fabrics (a packaged 

shower curtain liner is easy to pack).  



6. Plastic bags for transporting your fabric to your room for rinsing. Large safety pins or clothespins for 

hanging fabrics to dry. 

7. lf you are local to Edmonton, driving in or able to visit a Home Depot upon arrival, bring several 2 ft. 

long plastic pipes for arashi pole wrapping. Crochet cotton or polyester light weight string will be useful 

for pole wraps. 

8. Notebook and pencil. Camera welcome to record your process/project ideas. 

 

Questions to Bethany Garner at bethanygarner.art@gmail.com before the workshop are welcome. 

mailto:bethanygarner.art@gmail.com

